5th Recovery Plus

Good treatment centres do not give special
treatment but do accommodate special needs
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Wealthy clients (cont'd)
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Recovery Plus: reclaiming lives

Participate in
World Drug Day

Some residential treatment centres
also use equine experiential therapy
whereby participants use behavioural
building techniques with horses, in turn
re-building their own behaviour and
returning to their beliefs and values.
Others use high-ropes courses or
other low-challenge courses for team
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The following treatment centres specialise in
working with high-wealth clients (this is not an
official endorsement by the author or publisher):
Alta Mira Recovery - Sausalito, California
Avalon Malibu - Malibu, CA
Betty Ford Centre - Rancho Mirage, CA (professionals)
Caron Treatment Centres - Wernersville, Pennsylvania
(lawyers programme)
Caron Ocean Drive - Florida
Cirque Lodge - Sundance, Utah
Driftwood Recovery- Austin, Texas (chronic pain)
Headwaters at Origins - Florida
Promises Professional Treatment Programme Los Angeles, CA
Reﬂections – Novato
RiverMend Health - Atlanta, Georgia
Suspire - Florida
The Canyon - Malibu, CA
The Guest House Ocala - Silver Springs, FL (trauma).

ORGANISED BY PEOPLE IN RECOVERY
to help others achieve and enjoy drug-free lives
HONOUR YOUR CAREERS AND WORK
People working with addicts deserve the best for
their high calling but are too rarely recognised –
we do, including offering London’s prestigeous
5* Royal Horseguards as your venue for 2 days
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Resources.
Read Sam Polk’s insider look at wealth and
addiction in his New York Times op-ed.
To learn how wealth advisors can help clients
with substance abuse, process disorders or
mental health issues, visit Aspiriant’s article.
For information on families, wealth and
addiction, visit the Charter Financial Publishing
Network’s post.
Further reading on the dual diagnosis of economic
status and addiction.

WORLD DRUG DAY 26 JUNE
PTSD AWARENESS DAY 27 JUNE 2017
Join colleagues, participate in landmark dates
for
THE CONFERENCE AND TRAINING OF 2017
on how to deal effectively and conﬁdently with
people who have drug and alcohol problems
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Good treatment programmes do tailor
some speciﬁc needs of a busy CEO or
executive. They will make accommodations
for conference meetings and calls, business
travel and events, as long as the client is
committed to their treatment plan and
maintaining sobriety. Moreover, some
treatment centres are at the forefront
of experiential therapy for clients. This
involves indoor and outdoor physical
activities that challenge participants to
apply behavioural therapies and 12-step
programmes to real world problems and
tasks. Activities include hiking, biking,
rafting, ﬁshing, and golﬁng, to connect
with natural elements.

building and boundary setting. The sum of
these activities, in conjunction with behavioural
therapies and a team of experts guiding
individual clients each step of the way, is a
gestalt of ﬁnding recovery for the most ardent
high-achieving person.

World Drug
D

employees across companies and business
pursuits. The idea is to remove the “yes man”
mentality that feeds the wealthy person’s
ego. Good treatment centres recognise
that these types of clients should not
receive special treatment but the same
level of dignity and respect accorded
to all clients. Betty Ford was one
of the ﬁrst to advocate for shared
rooms among clients – movie stars,
executives or shopkeepers – for equality.
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Being human: helping clients into enriched recovery

HIGHLY-QUALIFIED, FRIENDLY PRESENTERS:
Browse our speakers’ bios in 12-page pullout
COMPREHENSIVE, VITAL TOPICS – & CEU/CPDs
We cover all the bases you could need, from
the neuroscience of addiction to treatment and
mutual-aid research, issues unique to men and
women and to young and old, as well as LGBTQii
– not forgetting family supports, dual diagnoses,
drug testing, contacts and more...
SOME DISCOUNTS STILL AVAILABLE
... on already-subsidised tickets
DON’T MISS OUT – BOOK NOW
Catch up with friends, get information + savings at
www.recoveryplusdb.com.

recoveryplusdb.com
R+
programme preview - updates
your library’
at recoveryplusdb.com
s essential reference
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Where: the map

When, what: the agenda

In the Recovery Plus e-mag, you can click on any picture for online information (inc maps and Hilton & Marriott logos)

Being human: helping clients into enriched recovery
Uniting addiction-recovery carers to exchange best practice

Buckingham Palace
and trooping of colour;
a stroll from R+ venue

Household Cavalry
and Horseguards Parade;
watch a “living museum”

Nelson’s Column,
in front of the
National Portrait Gallery

The Recovery Plus venue
The Royal Horseguards, One Whitehall Place
London

AN ALL-ROUND AGENDA

WORLD DRUG DAY: MONDAY 26 JUNE 2017

Presentations and workshops at this symposium cover ~
Therapeutic Effectiveness: Tips and tricks, useful exercises plus
indepth understanding on tackling real practice dilemmas – including
therapists' need to care for themselves in order to care for clients.
Brief Interventions: How to make therapeutic progress in limitedcontact or limited-time situations.
Management Issues, including Policy: Ways to increase access to
rehab; there will also be CEO meetings facilitated by consultants.

8AM OPTIONAL 'OPEN' 12-STEP MEETING
For people in recovery and professionals and carers who want to witness
how it works.
9.15AM WELCOME, THANKS
presented by Deirdre Boyd
Recovery from addiction is possible; this day explains how .

9.30AM PERSONAL VIEWS OF THE POLITICS OF RECOVERY
presented by the Rt Hon Lord Mancroft

REUNITING COLLEAGUES, MEETING NEW ONES
In response to highly positive feedback from attendees at earlier
Recovery Plus events, all presentations on will be 'plenary' – ie,
everyone will be seated together during the day, to network naturally.
To boost conviviality, we will also provide lunch prepared by 5* chefs.

HEAR ALL PRESENTATIONS, ENJOY ALL SPEAKERS
Our exacting response to delegates' feedback also means that all
delegates will hear all presentations: no difficult choices, no missing out.

A HIGHLY RESPECTED FACULTY
We have assembled an impressive range of presenters from around the
world who have accumulated vast experience of direct work with clients
and/or have published relevant academic or practical works – read their
achievements in the speaker bios towards the back of this programme.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS:

The drug policy has stalled, payment by results has turned out to be as
disappointing as predicted. What are the challenges + necessary actions?

10AM STRATEGY FOR SURVIVAL: KEEPING REHABS + PATIENTS ALIVE
presented by Caroline Cole
Identify how rehabs can transcend competitiveness and work together
to achieve a win for all - and ultimately for clients who need their help.

10.30AM HOT TOPICS: ADDICTION TO PRESCRIBED DRUGS
presented by Baylissa Frederick
Addiction to prescription drugs is a "public health disaster" with an
estimated 1.5million people dependent on them long term – some
starting as early as from childhood trauma. Identify the signs and more.

11-11.30AM REFRESHMENTS
Have a coffee/tea and cookies, visit exhibitors to see what they can
offer, enter free raffle for jewellery and kindles.

11.30AM CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN EDUCATING ADDICTION
COUNSELLORS
presented by Professor Angela Stocker
Updates on current issues and trends in the college educational system,
from the head of College of San Mateo's Addiction Studies programme.

12PM ACCREDITATION – PROTECTING CLIENTS + PROFESSIONALS
10 Downing Street
vies with the White House
as top political building

Westminster Abbey
The building at right of
background is Parliament

Parliament
Palace of Westminster
and home to Big Ben

Whitehall Gardens
R+ exhibitor room
windows also shown

presented by Stefan Johansson, Donna Johnson + Glynis Read

London Eye
View from terrace
of Recovery Plus venue

IC&RC offers 'gold standard' alcohol & drug professional certification
and has 50,000 members globally. It can help you build your business.

12.30PM MINIMISING HARM BY MAXIMISING PREVENTION
presented by Shane Varcoe
Shortlist proactive and protective options of best practice prevention
models in the alcohol and other-drug arena, to shift attitudes about
alcohol and drugs away from the cultural expectation of participation.
Internationally recognised
CEUs / CPDs

How to help addicts into long-term enriched recovery

Due to life, changes might occur – updates at www.recoveryplusdb.com

5th Recovery Plus

Where: The venue

recoveryplusdb.com

When, what: the agenda

In the Recovery Plus e-mag, you can click on any picture for online information

1-2PM LUNCH PREPARED BY CHEF WILL BE PROVIDED

PTSD AWARENESS DAY: TUESDAY 27 JUNE 2017

There is seating in the Library. Choose your meal, check out exhibitors,
enter free raffle, browse through books, sit round tables and chat...

8AM OPTIONAL 'OPEN' 12-STEP MEETING

We will later facilitate a gathering of rehab CEOs in the River Room in
the afternoon, so they can find common ground and advocate together
to increase access to rehab for desperate families.

9.15AM WELCOME, THANKS

2PM MUSIC THERAPY: ITS ROLE IN RECOVERY FROM ADDICTION
presented – and played – by The New Note Orchestra

United Nations & WHO World Drug Day takes place on 26 June each year – we are proud to lend our support to it with this prominent conference.
Top row (left to right): the Recovery Plus venue, welcoming doorman, One Whitehall Place, the venue was HQ for the British Secret Services (MI5 and
MI6) and ﬁlmed for Octopussy. 2nd row: lobby, longest freestanding spiral staircase in Europe, statue outside entrance, chat in one of the sitting areas.

Listen to music created and played by people in recovery, then learn
about the role it can play in helping to turn round lives.

2.30PM LOOK TO THE NEXT GENERATION: TREATING ADOLESCENTS
presented by Piet Jansen and team at Europe's only rehab for adolescents
The methodology and evidence-based practices shown to work in
alcohol and drug treatment for troubled people aged 13-25 years old.
For a preview, turn to pages 20-22 of the current Recovery Plus journal.

3.00PM EMDR FOR THE TREATMENT OF TRAUMA
presented by Glynis Read
How to apply the use and effectiveness of Eye Movement Desensitisation
and Reprocessing to help treat post-traumatic stress disorder in people
with alcohol and/or drug addiction. It's evidence based and cost effective.

For people in recovery and professionals and carers who want to witness
how it works.
Recovery from addiction is possible, despite the disproportionately high
overlap between it and post-traumatic stress disorder. Role models and
professional treatment experts evidence it throughout the day.

9.30AM WOMEN'S ISSUES VS MEN'S ISSUES IN TREATMENT – FROM
TRAUMA TO ADDICTION AS A COPING MECHANISM, TO RECOVERY
presented by Rebecca Flood
Distinguish differences in emotional and financial issues, childcare
concerns and support v sabotage from partners, as well as providing for
children while their mothers are in rehab – all for the best outcomes.

10.00AM SELF CARE: MINIMISE BURNOUT, COMPASSION FATIGUE
presented by Max Cohen
Burnout and compassion fatigue occur when caring counsellors become
overwhelmed by constant exposure to a client's pain (which can reflect
their own trauma), are in demanding work situations, and forget the
basics of self-care. Create your plan to remain an effective counsellor.

10.30AM HOT TOPICS: CANNABIS

3.30-4.00PM BREAK, REFRESHMENTS

presented by Dr Eva Hoch

Have a coffee/tea, visit exhibitors, announcing raffle winners

Identify brief interventions for cannabis-use disorder, assess the
cannabis withdrawal scale and evidence-check cannabis campaigns.

4PM MEDITATION IN RECOVERY FOR PRISONERS – AND US!
presented by Sam Settle

11-11.30AM BREAK, REFRESHMENTS

The director of Prison Phoenix Trust explains yoga and meditation in
prison, in particular how it helps people towards and in recovery. End
the afternoon with a simple breathing practice you can teach others.

Have a coffee/tea and cookies, visit exhibitors to see what they can
offer, enter free raffle for jewellery and kindles.

4.30PM LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN DRUG TESTING

11.30AM CHILDHOOD ABUSE, OFFENDING, ADDICTION AND
RECOVERY: TRACING BEHAVIOURS BACK

presented by George Powell

presented by Donna Johnson

Most importantly, identify how a drug and alcohol testing policy can
be customised for your organisation, to enhance productivity.

The Matrix Model of criminal justice is an integrated treatment
approach addressing substance misuse, criminal behaviour and trauma
considerations. to gives offenders with substance use disorders the
knowledge, structure, and support to allow them to achieve abstinence.

5PM HELP OR HARM: CONVERSATIONS WE HAVE WITH OURSELVES
Middle row (left to right): the Gladstone Library where Recovery Plus plenary presentations will take place. 4th row: the Reading and Writing Room –
browse exhibit offerings and enjoy refreshments including luxury lunch. Bottom row: relax on the terrace of the Recovery Plus venue, part of the garden
showing exhibitor-room windows overlooking them – walk onto the balcony and gaze across the river Thames to the London Eye and Parliament.

presented by Maria Arpa
How the Dialogue Road Map helps healing and recovery in substance
misuse and addictions, converting conflict to resolution. It can help you
with truculent patients – and others in your life and work.

7PM R+ NACOA RECOVERY AWARDS DINNER
This is a separate event ~ interested delegates are invited to register at
http://events.recoveryplusdb.com/recovery-awards-dinner.

How to help addicts into long-term enriched recovery

12PM LOVING THE MOMENT OF ENGAGEMENT
presented by BACP reg. therapist Michael Garnham
That moment when a therapist or admissions manager witnesses a
client and family accept the necessity of treatment and commit to it
is "what we are in this job for". Learn how to get there, and quicker.
accommodating cultural differences, mental-health complications and
learning difficulties, and adding staff and complementary services.

Due to life, changes might occur – updates at www.recoveryplusdb.com
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Recovery Plus: save time, save lives

When, what: the agenda

Addiction Recovery Resources for Professionals 2017
DR STEPHANIE S. COVINGTON - pioneer in the ﬁeld of women’s issues, addiction and recovery
NEW EDITION OF BESTSELLER

HEALING TRAUMA

BEYOND TRAUMA

A Brief Intervention for Women,
Second Edition

A Healing Journey for Women,
Second Edition
12.30PM NUTRITIONAL THERAPY FOR ADDICTION RECOVERY
presented by Deborah Colson

4.30PM RESTORATIVE JUSTICE: BUILD RELATIONSHIPS, REPAIR HARMS
presented by Peter Woolf

2PM WORKPLACE DRUG + ALCOHOL POLICIES
presented by Jason Wyse

Facilitator Guide

The average return on investment in treatment for an employee is 12:1
and, in turn, workplace support is a strong predictor of long-term
recovery for employees. Preview this presentation on pages 46-47 of the
latest Recovery Plus journal.

9781616496821 277pp Paperback £92.50 / €110.00

2.30PM HOT TOPICS: WHAT'S WRONG WITH PORN?
presented by Paula Hall

9781616496852 Paperback £86.50 / €99.00

There are still some who don’t believe that sex addiction exists and others
who quibble over whether or not the term ‘addiction’ is an accurate label
or not, but it’s impossible to ignore the fact that more and more people
are seeking help for sexual behaviours that are wrecking their lives.

9781616497026 Paperback £165.00 / €190.00

1-2PM LUNCH PREPARED BY CHEF WILL BE PROVIDED
There is seating in the Library. You can continue lunch while enjoying
the following mindfulness exercise...
1.30PM SELF CARE: PRACTICE WHAT WE PREACH THROUGH RELAXATION
presented by Mary Somerville

Government research demonstrates that restorative justice provides an
85% victim satisfaction rate, and a 14% reduction in the frequency of
reoffence – you can apply it in prisons, in the workplace, at home. For
people in recovery, this aligns with steps 8 and 9 in particular.
5PM AGEING + SUBSTANCE MISUSE: THE HIDDEN EPIDEMIC
presented by Professor Ilana Crome and Tony Rao
Society is becoming increasingly aware of substance problems in the
elderly – identify their unique motivations and health issues.

Relaxation and guided-meditation techniques are a useful aid for all
clients, and open them up to safe experiences. Delegates can enjoy its
benefits themselves in these exercises before applying it to their clients.

Workbook
9781616496845 140pp Paperback £11.50 / €13.00

Workbooks (Package of 10)
Facilitator Guide & 10 Workbooks
Complete Collection: Guide & Workbook & 2 DVDs
9781616496807 £610.00 + VAT / €700.00 + VAT

3PM RESPONDING TO RACIAL DIVERSITY: MYTHS VS FACTS
presented by Ken Davis + Anita Leslie
In life and death therapy, clinicians must distinguish critical issues vs
excuses. Hear from the front line in racially-diverse Lambeth – these
two presenters scored so highly in delegate evaluation forms at an
earlier Recovery Plus that we have invited them back.

3.30-4.00PM BREAK, REFRESHMENTS
Have a coffee/tea, visit exhibitors, announcing raffle winners
4PM EQUINE ASSISTED PSYCHOTHERAPY: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE
presented by Don Lavender
At the end of this presentation, delegates will be able to explain what
equine therapy is, list its benefits, identify the clients it can help where
other therapies fail, and describe its development over past 2 decade.

How to help addicts into long-term enriched recovery

MEETING OF THE ALL-PARTY PARLIAMENTARY GROUP ON CANNABIS
AND CHILDREN – SPECIAL INVITATIONS TO DELEGATES.
The All Party Parliamentary Group (Cannabis and Children) has
reformed with a change of name to Cannabis: Harmful Effects on
Developing Brains. Due to the snap election in June, its first public
meeting had to be postponed - however, with the same members of
the House of Commons (assuming they are re-elected!) and House
of Lords, Cannabis Skunk Sense will host a meeting at the Methodist
Central Hall in Westminster (above), featuring two presentations...
Dr Eva Hoch, senior psychologist and head of the Marijuana Research
Group, Ludwig Maximillian University, Munich will give a presentation
entitled: CANNABIS AND YOUTH – LESSONS TO BE LEARNED.
Shane Varcoe Executive Director The Dalgarno Institute Australia and
Co-director of Alcohol and Drug Educators will give a presentation
entitled: ‘MEDICAL’ CANNABIS
Recovery Plus delegates should apply to the organisers

2016
9781616496777 CD-ROM
£155.00 + VAT / €180.00 + VAT

2016

Beyond Trauma is an evidence-based, twelve-session
programme that is based on principles of relational
therapy and uses cognitive-behavioural techniques,
mindfulness, and expressive arts. It is designed to
help women and girls recover from the effects of
trauma in their lives. Ideal for use in any setting, the second edition of this
best-selling programme has been signiﬁcantly expanded to:
• Include new and longer sessions.
• Reﬂect the latest research and statistics, and comply with DSM-5.
• Provide information on how to adapt the sessions for adolescent girls.
Practical and easy-to-use, the programme components include a participant
workbook, participant video, facilitator guide, and training video featuring
clinical and personal insights from the author.
The programme modules include:
• Violence, abuse and trauma, and the impact on women’s lives.
• Healing from trauma.

Mood, anxiety and sleep disorders can be drivers of addiction, and can
worsen treatment adherence and relapse. Nutritional therapy addresses
these underlying disorders at a biochemical level.

Stephanie S. Covington & Eileen M. Russo

Stephanie S. Covington

Healing Trauma is an evidence-based, genderresponsive, six-session curriculum for women
recovering from trauma experiences. It is designed
for settings in which a short-term intervention is
needed. The curriculum uses psycho-educational and cognitive behavioural
therapy techniques, expressive arts, body-focused exercises, mindfulness,
and relational therapy. Healing Trauma contains a reproducible facilitator
guide and participant workbook.
The second edition includes:
• A new session, as well as updated research and statistics.
• Expanded materials and information for the facilitator.

EXPLORING TRAUMA
A Brief Intervention for Men
Stephanie S. Covington & Roberto A. Rodriguez
2016
9781616496784 CD-ROM
£155.00 + VAT / €180.00 + VAT

Exploring Trauma is an evidence-based, genderresponsive programme addressing the trauma
experiences of men. This six-session programme
includes a facilitator guide and a reproducible
participant workbook designed for working with
men in a setting where a short-term intervention is required.
• Each session contains multiple activities that may include discussions,
role-plays, interactive projects and grounding/self-soothing exercises.
• Some sessions also use guided imagery or visualisation to allow men
to imagine scenarios that are different from their own realities.

IN RECOVERY SERIES

RECOVERY BASICS

HEALTHY SEXUAL
RELATIONSHIPS
IN RECOVERY

CONFIDENT
PARENTING
IN RECOVERY

Hazelden Publishing

Hazelden Publishing

2016
9781616496869 DVD
£235.00 + VAT / €265.00 + VAT

2016
9781616496876 DVD
£235.00 + VAT / €265.00 + VAT

Sometimes people in
recovery struggle with
relationships, and sexual
relationships can present
some of the biggest challenges. Healthy Sexual
Relationships in Recovery can be used in a variety of
settings, and the videos cover:
• Physical sexual health, including STDs,
infections, medical exams and pregnancy.
• Mental sexual health, covering a person’s
security, trust of others, self-image, and
conﬁdence to make healthy choices.
• Abuse, explaining the different forms and
cycles of abuse, healthy boundaries, safety
and self-care, and the next steps to regain
empowerment after abuse.

Often those in recovery are
trying to the best parents
possible, but without the
beneﬁt of strong family
support or role models. Conﬁdent Parenting in
Recovery offers advice and tools from educators,
counsellors and parents who have unique
perspectives because they too have struggled with
similar parenting challenges. The videos include:
• Exploring stages of child development.
• Setting boundaries.
• Learning the roles of mother, father
and caregiver.
• Parenting while navigating through trauma.
• Teaching better behaviour through
motivational strategies.

your library’s essential reference

How to Start Strong and Keep Going
Hazelden Publishing
2016
9781616496630 DVD + CD-ROM
£235.00 + VAT / €265.00 + VAT

People ﬁnd almost every aspect of their life is
disrupted once they begin recovery. Recovery Basics
helps smooth that transition by equipping those
in recovery with strategies and tools needed when
small choices can have big consequences. Speciﬁc
techniques address cravings, triggers, negative
inﬂuences, conﬂicting emotions, shame, guilt
and relapse.

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF SUBSTANCE
USE DISORDERS
The Neurobiology of Addiction
Joseph Lee & Marvin D. Seppala
2016
9781616496432 DVD + CD-ROM
£285.00 + VAT / €325.00 + VAT

Based on the latest research, this is an educational
video that explains how alcohol and other drugs
affect the brain and central nervous system. It
comes complete with reproducible fact sheets,
worksheets and facilitator guides, and is designed
May/June 2017 33
for use in a variety of settings.
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Bestsellers from Melody Beattie

THE GIFTS OF
IMPERFECTION

OVER 5 MILLION COPIES SOLD

CODEPENDENT NO
MORE WORKBOOK

How to Stop Controlling
Others and Start
Caring for Yourself

2011 200pp
9781592854707 Paperback
£16.50 / €19.00

BESTSELLER

THE LANGUAGE OF
LETTING GO

BEYOND
CODEPENDENCY

Daily Meditations on
Codependency

And Getting Better All
the Time

1990 408pp
9780894866371 Paperback
£13.95 / €13.00

1989 276pp
9780894865831 Paperback
£16.50 / €19.00

You’re learning to let go, to
live your life free of the grip of
someone else’s problems. And yet you ﬁnd you’ve
just started on the long journey of recovery. This
guided tour past the pitfalls of recovery aids those
struggling to master the art of self-care.

Melody Beattie integrates
her own life experiences and fundamental
recovery reﬂectionsas she encourages us to
remember that each day is an opportunity for
growth and renewal.

AN INVITATION TO
SELF-CARE

TAKE GOOD CARE
Finding Your Joy in
Compassionate Caregiving

Why Learning to Nurture
Yourself Is the Key to the Life
You’ve Always Wanted

Cynthia Orange
Mar 2017 250pp
9781616496739 Paperback
£15.95 / €19.00

Tracey Cleantis

CHANGING TO THRIVE

Brings together compelling
testimonies from a wide range
of caregivers, advice from leading experts in the
ﬁeld, and the author’s own hard-won wisdom to
capture the subtle differences between caretaking
and caregiving. Learning to distinguish the two
helps us translate how and why we care for each
other into a mutually rewarding experience.

WHAT WENT RIGHT
Reframe Your Thinking for a Happier Now

Overcome the Top Risks
to Lasting Health and
Happiness

Eileen Bailey & Michael G. Wetter

James O. Prochaska &
Janice M. Prochaska

Learn to change the self-critical stories in your mind
and rewire your brain so that you gain the selfconﬁdence to build more fulﬁlling relationships,
careers, and social life. Through practical and easyto-understand principles and techniques, What
Went Right teaches you to recognise and intervene
on self-defeating thought processes.

2016 260pp
9781616496296 Paperback
£16.50 / €19.00

Changing unhealthy behaviours
is easier said than done. Through interactive
exercises, backed by countless research studies,
Changing to Thrive will help readers progress through
the Stages of Change and ﬁnd the willpower to
create lasting change that will allow them to thrive.

5-Minute First Aid for the Mind
NEW

IMPROVE SLEEP
Katrin Schubert

NEW

A day of indulgence at a spa - or at home on the
sofa - might help us unwind and feel temporarily
renewed, but is that all there is to self-care? With
this follow-up to her ground-breaking ﬁrst book,
Tracey Cleantis changes the dialogue about taking
care of ourselves and demonstrates why real selfcare is more than just routine self-indulgence.

Who: our faculty

Brené Brown, Ph.D., a leading
expert on shame, authenticity and belonging,
shares what she’s learned from a decade of
research on the power of “Wholehearted Living”
– a way of engaging with the world from a place
of worthiness. In her ten guideposts, Brown
explores how we can cultivate the courage,
compassion, and connection to wake up in the
morning and think, “No matter what gets done
and how much is left undone, I am enough.”

20 Quick Techniques

NEW

Apr 2017 200pp
9781616496791 Paperback
£16.50 / €19.00

Brené Brown
2010 160pp
9781592858491 Paperback
£11.50 / €10.50

2016 200pp
9781616496562 Paperback £16.50 / €19.00

To view more titles from
Hazelden Publishing, please visit
eurospanbookstore.com/hazelden

CUSTOMER SERVICES

FURTHER INFORMATION

Tel: +44 (0)1767 604972
Fax: +44 (0)1767 601640
Email: eurospan@turpin-distribution.com

Tel: +44 (0)20 7240 0856
Fax: +44 (0)20 7379 0609
Email: info@eurospangroup.com

Eurospan Group
3 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden
London WC2E 8LU, UK

May 2017 100pp
9781616497224 Paperback
£10.50 / €12.00

Sleep. We all want it. We all
need it. Without sleep we
feel unfocused, run down, not ourselves. Don’t
spend one more night tossing, turning, staring
at the clock. Reach for Improve Sleep to fall asleep
fast. This ﬁrst-aid kit for better sleep includes
simple techniques - acupressure, reﬂexology,
breathing exercises, guided imagery - to relieve
occasional sleeplessness in ﬁve minutes or less.

Katrin Schubert
2016 80pp
9781616496388 Paperback £10.50 / €12.00

Stress is a normal part of life. In this quick guide,
you will learn twenty easy techniques, including
acupressure, breathing exercises, and guided
imagery, to relieve stress in ﬁve minutes or less.

REDUCE CRAVING
20 Quick Techniques
Katrin Schubert
2016 80pp
9781616496371 Paperback £10.50 / €12.00

JONATHAN ASHWORTH (tbc*)
... is Jonathan Ashworth is shadow secretary of
state for health, and 6 months ago revealed in
the media how childhood memories inspired him
to fight for more help for families of alcoholics
(https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/
dec/30/alcoholic-father-inspires-shadow-healthminister-jonathan-ashworth). Jon previously served as Shadow Minister
without Portfolio, and as Shadow Cabinet Office Minister. Before
becoming an MP, he worked in the Treasury.

alcohol and drugs, and contributed to the Drug Policy 2010 and Select
Committees. She authored Addiction & Recovery: self-help for friends, families
and addicts, translated into 7 languages. Deirdre serves on the board of
the National Association for Children of Alcoholics (UK) and on the UK
Board of the International Certiﬁcation & Reciprocity Consortium.

KATHERINE BROWN
... is director of the Institute for Alcohol Studies.
She joined the IAS from the Central Office of
Information where she worked on public health
communications campaigns and spent time in
the strategic communications unit at the Office
of the Prime Minister. Her specialist area of
research is commercial sector involvement in public health governance,
with a particular focus on the WHO strategy for reducing the harmful
effects of alcohol. Katherine was awarded MSc with distinction in
Global Health and Public Policy by the University of Edinburgh..

LIAM BYRNE MP
... is a writer, reformer, campaigner – and chair of
the All Party Parliamentary Group on Children
of Alcoholics. He moved Early Motion 750
in parliament so that local authorities would
recognise this issue and invest £2.5million in
looking after CoAs (https://youtu.be/llhufTVLRd4)
and ensured that the Labour manifesto include provision for the
care of ACoAs. He is a "proud supporter" of the National Association
for Children of Alcoholics. He will be acting as MC at the R+ Nacoa
Recovery Awards Dinner on 26 June.

CAROLINE COLE
... is acting CEO of Broadway Lodge, perhaps the
UK’s oldest residential treatment centre for
addiction. She is also a lecturer in strategy,
leadership and management at Oxford University
and Oxford Brookes University, and a strategy
and innovation consultant at Present-Future
Consulting. Until 2015, she was head of research and implementation at
Rehabilitation for Addicted Prisoners Trust where she authored awardwinning research and challenged drug policy and national guidance.

DEIRDRE BOYD

Most cravings are harmless, but some cravings
can negatively impact health, well-being, and
happiness. This guide provides twenty easy
techniques to help you control your cravings
quickly.

@eurospanbooks

... is founding chair and CEO of the Centre for
Peaceful Solutions. Described in 2012 by the
Civil Mediation Council as one of the UK’s ‘top’
mediators, Maria developed the Dialogue Road
Map – a communications tool designed to
break down barriers and get engagement when
the other person is resistant, hostile, angry, violent or resentful. The
Dialogue Road Map has gained recognition among senior mediation
professionals, and draws on Needs Based Theory, Person Centred
Counselling, Nonviolence Philosophy and Appreciative Enquiry. Maria’s
book, The Heart of Mindful Relationships, was published in 2012, with
Mindfulness at Work released in 2013.

BA Hons, MSc, PhD ... is head of criminology at
Sheffield Hallam University and is perhaps best
known for his Lives In Recovery research. He has
studied and researched at Strathclyde University,
London School of Economics, the Institute of
Psychiatry, Kings College London, Birmingham
University, Griffith University (Queensland, Australia), University of
the West of Scotland, Monash University (Victoria, Austrailia) and
Sheffield Hallam University. He has also led policy research teams at
the Police Complaints Authority and the National Treatment Agency.
David has worked with the Prime Ministers Delivery Unit, the Scottish
Government and Australia's Victoria government.

20 Quick Techniques

/eurospanbooks

MARIA ARPA

DAVID BEST

RELIEVE STRESS

MMZRHAZ17

The healing touchstone of
millions, this modern classic
holds the key to understanding codependency
and to unlocking its stultifying hold on your life.

This workbook will help
readers put the principles
from Melody Beattie’s
international best seller Codependent No More
into action in their own lives.

Let Go of Who You Think
You’re Supposed to Be and
Embrace Who You Are

* Delays in confirmation due to the General Election on 8 June *
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OVER 750,000 COPIES SOLD
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

For over two decades, Deirdre has been a leader
in the ﬁeld of recovery from addiction, with an
international reputation. Based in the UK, she
heads up DB Recovery Resources which supplies a
daily news service to the alcohol/drug-treatment
ﬁeld on addiction recovery, publishes Recovery
Plus e-mag and print journal, and founded Recovery Plus and UKESAD,
the UK’s most successful symposia on how to recover from addiction.
She has spoken at the All Party Parliamentary Drugs Misuse Group,
been quoted in House of Commons and House of Lords debates on

DANIELA COLLINS
PhD, MSc Mental Health, PGcert(Ed), BSc (Hons)
Nurs, FHEA, RNMHL1, LPE Nurs, RNT,
Qualified Professional Performance Coach
... is senior lecturer in mental-health nursing at
Middlesex University London’s department of
Health, Social Work & Interprofessional Learning.
She is a qualified first level mental health nurse, manager and, educator
and a teaching fellow of the Higher Education Academy, London. With
27 years’ experience, Daniela leads on the MSc in dual diagnosis, the

Sign up for regular emails at
eurospangroup.com/mailinglist
Due to currency ﬂuctuations and publisher price changes, prices charged may vary from those listed.
Standard delivery per order - UK: £3.50; Continental Europe: €6.00. Faster delivery options available on request.
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only master programme of its kind in the UK and supervises MSc and
BSc students relating to public health and substance misuse research.
Daniela has several awards for excellence in practice, including the
Middlesex University Teaching Fellowship in 2015.

MAX COHEN
BA (hons), Dip Psych Couns, reg MBACP... is
an accredited therapist with over 10 years'
experience. Specialising in addiction recovery,
he integrates psychodynamic, person-centred,
cognitive behavioural, DBT, EMDR, EFT and
biopsychosocial models of therapy. He has
links with treatment facilities in the UK and US, providing assessment,
referral, continuing care and aftercare services. Most of his work comes
from private GPs, psychiatrists, psychologists and other therapists.

ILANA CROME
... is Emeritus Professor of Addiction Psychiatry at
Keele University, honorary consultant psychiatrist
at South Staffordshire and Shropshire Healthcare
NHS Foundation Trust, honorary professor at
Queen Mary University of London and senior
research fellow at Imperial College, London. Her
specialist areas at Keele University include Older substance misusers;
psychiatric comorbidity and substance misuse; psychosocial risks; novel
instruments to measure craving and withdrawal in substance misusers;
decision making in addicted patients; evidence based policy responses
to substance misuse problems, and more. With Dr Tony Rao, she
co-authored Substance use and older people.

DEBORAH COLSON
MSc DipION mBANT CNHC
... has been specialising in nutritional approaches
to support psychiatric and neurological
health, including addition recovery since 2002.
Nutritional Therapy is an evidence-based
therapy, which complements medicine and other
therapies. It involves managing nutritional and biochemical factors
which contribute to substance use disorders and other issues, with a
practical, personalised plan for each individual that takes into account
their unique lifestyle and dietary preferences, their nutritional status,
genetic predisposition and psychosocial factors. She practices at the
Brain Bio Centre (www.brainbiocentre.com), which is the not-for-proﬁt
clinic of the charity Food for the Brain.

KEN DAVIS
… is group work coordinator for Lambeth Drug & Alcohol Treatment
Consortium: www.lambeth-drug-alcohol.co.uk.

How to help addicts into long-term enriched recovery

PHILIP FISHER
... is an interventionist, sober companion,
founder of Fisher Associates and head of sales
and marketing at DB Recovery Resources. He
considers his career in business as an integral aid
in understanding and supporting personalities in
the private and charitable sectors.

REBECCA FLOOD
MHS, LCADC, NCACII, BRI II
… is CEO of New Directions For Women, a
board member of the National Association of
Addiction Treatment Providers (NAATP) and past
president of the Association for Intervention
Specialists. In four decades of experience in the
healthcare industry, she has demonstrated expertise in programme
development, implementation, and evaluation, starting when she was
with Seabrook House in New Jersey where she became vice president
of treatment services. At New Directions for Women, her expertise
focuses on issues relating to women of all ages, pregnant women in any
trimester, and women with dependent children affected by addiction.

MICHAEL GARNHAM
CPPD, BACP reg
… is admissions manager at UKAT, UK Addiction
Treatment. He has a CPPD/advance diploma in
humanistic integrative counselling, after gaining
level-3 in counselling at Enﬁeld College and grade
distinction at Westminster Pastoral Foundation
for Psychodynamic Counselling. Michael was previously head of
therapy at TTP/One40. His presentation is on Loving the Moment of
Engagement: “when a therapist or admissions manager witnesses a
client and family accept the necessity of treatment and commit to it".

DR EVA HOCH
Dipl.Psych, PPT
... is a psychologist and psychotherapist at
the Department of Addiction Research &
Addictive Behaviors, Central Institute of Mental
Health, Mannheim, Germany. She is the lead
author of Hazelden’s Candis evidence-based
programme for cannabis, helping people to overcome their misuse.
Eva is a university lecturer, a supervisor at the IFT Institute for Health
Promotion, EMCDDA's german National Focal Point, and author or coauthor of 30 scientiﬁc publications. She was the head of the Cannabis
Treatment Research Group and the outpatient cannabis treatment
clinic (Technical University of Dresden; 2005-2010). She developed a
modular cannabis treatment programme in a randomised-controlled
trial which was then was implemented in Poland at a national level.

PIET JANSEN
... is head of international relations at Yes We
Can Youth Clinics, a specialised treatment centre
for 13-25 year olds suffering from addictions,
behavioural disorders and related behavioural
problems. He previously built a conglomerate of
schools, representing agencies all over the world,
then trained in in psychology and systemic coaching.

DONNA JOHNSON
JD, CAS, ICADC, ICCJP, ICCDP, LADC, DCC
... is vice president of International Certiﬁcation
& Reciprocity Commission, which has 50,000
members worldwide. She is a trainer/consultant
for Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation and
wrote the Matrix Model Manual for Criminal
Justice Settings, among others. She is president & CEO of Addiction
Solutions, an international company providing training and consulting
in substance use disorders, co-occurring disorders and criminal justice.
Clients include CSAT, SAMSHA, Bureau of Justice, FBI and Fortune 500
companies and hospitals in 45 states, France, Australia, New Zealand, S
Africa, Canada, Mexico, England, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Bermuda.

DON LAVENDER
BA, MDiv, CADAC, CSAC
... has worked in intervention and counselling
with individuals and family systems since 1980
and now runs Camino Recovery, regularly holding
Healing the Family workshops. He has been a
licensed/certiﬁed counsellor for the State of
Arizona as a Certiﬁed Alcohol and Drug Addictions Counselor and
Certiﬁed Substance Abuse Counselor. He has been a consultant to
Next Health (Sierra Tucson) in the US, Priory Hospitals in the UK as well
as in Israel (Biet Orin), Beirut and Saudi Arabia (Nour Al-Shorouk).

RT HON LORD MANCROFT
... entered the House of Lords in 1988 – and in
1999, he was the 3rd most popular of the 90
hereditary peers elected to remain in the House
of Lords after the House of Lords Act 1999. He
chaired the Addiction Recovery Foundation for
over 18 years alongside Deirdre Boyd as CEO and
is a political campaigner for recovery from addictive behaviours.

and developing examinations for the credentialing and licensing of
prevention, substance use treatment, and recovery professionals.
IC&RC has 78 member certiﬁcation and licensing boards in 48 US states
and territories, four Native American regions, all branches of the US
military and 16 international regions.

MOLLY MATHIESON +
NEW NOTE ORCHESTRA
Molly is founder
and CEO of New
Note Orchestra,
which has three
main aims: to help
people stay sober from drink and drug addiction, to reduce stigma
about it, and to create new and original music of great quality. NNO
was inspired by the Channel 4 documentary Addicts’ Symphony, created
by Molly after spending time with renowned musician James McConnel,
a recovering alcoholic whose teenage son Freddy died from heroin.
James had used music in his own recovery and as a way to heal the pain
of his son’s death. All NNO musicians are in recovery from addiction.

CAROLINE MONTAGU –
COUNTESS OF SANDWICH
... has a MA from Cambridge University and
has researched issues round dependency on
prescribed medications, particularly painkillers
and the ‘z drugs’ or benzodiazepines. Her
presentation on this at an earlier Recovery Plus
was so highly rated on delegate evaluation forms that she was invited
back this year. She works closely with the Council for Evidencebased Psychiatry which also acts as the secretariat for the All Party
Parliamentary Group for Prescribed Drug Dependence. She is a senior
adviser for Women in Business International, among other interests.

JAN WILLEM POOT
... is founder of We Can Youth Clinics in Holland,
for young people suffering from complex
behavioural disorders and/or addictions. Yes
We Can Youth Clinics is the only private clinic in
Europe which specialises in young people (13-25
years old) with complex behavioural disorders,
addictions and related behavioural problems. This year, they are opening
an additional facility catering to growing international demand.

MARY JO MATHER

GEORGE POWELL

... is CEO of IC&RC, the International Certiﬁction
& Reciprocity Consortium; representing over
50,000 professionals, IC&RC is the global leader
in the credentialling of prevention, substance use
treatment, and recovery professionals. IC&RC
promotes public protection by setting standards

... is president and CEO of Summit Diagnostics/
Summit DNA which prevents diversion and abuse
of prescription drugs through detailed drug
testing, and eliminates unnecessary treatments
and their related expenses. George is also
co-publisher of Recovery Plus journal.
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KARRIM RAHMAN
BA(HONS) DTC, CRW, LCSP(PHYS), APBMD,
CRZ will be giving head and shoulder massages
throughout the day at Recovery Plus.
He has been practising remedial massage for
over 20 years, using massage and manipulation,
therapeutic massage, reﬂexology, Tui Na,
counselling and relaxation techniques, including for sports/joint
injuries. He qualiﬁed ﬁrst in law and his early career was in local
government, then social work and ﬁnally therapeutic work.

Group and co-author of a book on older people and substance misuse.

GLYNIS READ
... is treatment coordinator at Castle Craig
Hospital. She is also a highly experienced
psychotherapist and EMDR consultant. She has
been with Castle Craig for 18 years where she
set up the professional training programme and
coordinated the eating disorders and trauma
treatment programme. Dr Read trained as an addictions counsellor at
Hazelden, Minnesota. She is a board member of IC&RC UK.

DR TONY RAO
... is an honorary lecturer at King’s College London
and a consultant psychiatrist at South London and
Maudsley Foundation Trust on the elderly and
alcohol. He was visiting Professor of Addiction in
Older People at London South Bank University
from 2010-2012 and is a Visiting Researcher at
the Institute of Psychiatry. He was also co-author of The Royal College
of Psychiatrists report Our Invisible Addicts in 2011. He is chair of the Royal
College of Psychiatrists' Substance Misuse in Older People Working

AMBER RUDD (tbc*)
... is Home Secretary (UK equivalent of US's
Homeland Security) reporting to prime minister
Theresa May. Amber started her working career
at an investment bank, moved into venture
capital then recruitment and writing for ﬁnancial
publications. She has hosted a meeting in
parliament for rehabs represented by Deirdre Boyd, and was previously
married to writer AA Gill, himself in recovery.
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PETER WOOLF

MARY SOMERVILLE

… works as an associate trainer for Restorative Solutions CIC, specialising
in work with offenders on PPO & IOM projects helping to turn them
away from a life of crime. His book The Damage Done came after he
completed the Turning Point and RAPT programmes during what became
his last prison sentence, and he has since studied on other courses. He is
now a happily married man living a crime/drug/alcohol free life.

BA FRSA, Certiﬁed mindfulness coach, NLP practitioner... will give a
relaxing mindfulness meditations throughout the day.

SAM SETTLE
... Sam Settle is director of the Prison Phoenix
Trust charity which supports prisoners and prison
officers in their spiritual lives through yoga and
meditation. The Trust works closely with prison
services and hospitals to run 130 weekly classes
in secure institutions, and responds to over 2,500
requests each year from prisoners (most of whom suffer from poor
mental health) for its supportive prisoner-speciﬁc CDs and books. A
British Wheel of Yoga teacher, Sam teaches workshops to people in
prison, secure hospitals and IRCs, and trains and supports yoga teachers
for this work. In the 1990s, he spent ﬁve years in a Thai Buddhist
monastery, three as a monk. He is a trustee of the Oxford Zen Centre.

SHANE VARCOE
... is executive director of the Dalgarno Institute,
a coalition of alcohol and drug educators and
community coalition focusing on alcohol and
other drug issues and their impact on society.
He is architect of the No Brainer alcohol and
other drug education project, including the
secondary school AOD education resource. He also founded The Fence
Builder and Isabella’s List community action.

JASON WYSE
... is CEO of Silkworth Lodge and the Silkworth
Charity Group, the leader in the treatment of
drug and alcohol services in the Channel Islands.
He contributes his business skills obtained from
18 years working in banking and the ﬁnancial
services sector to his passion for recovery and
indepth knowledge of drug and alcohol addiction.
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To meet up with our
delegates, sponsors
and exhibitors –
more being conﬁrmed as
this journal goes to print –
for a buzzing and
informative few days,
visit the following website:
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Yes We Can Youth Clinics
Silkworth
Castle Craig Hospital /
Smarmore Castle
Summit Diagnostics
NACOA: National Association
for Children of Alcoholics

8 Cocaine Anonymous
9 UKAT
10 Reserved
11 Sierra Tucson
12 Faces and Voices of Recovery
14 Eurospan Bookstore &
Hazelden Publishing

15 Abbeycare Foundation
16 Crossroads Antigua
17 Get Into Recovery - WISC
18 Broadway Lodge
19 Nova Vida
20 FineGemsFineCause
21 New Directions For Women

22 StreetScene
23 Paula Hall Associates
24 Promis Clinics/ Withersdane
26 Camino Spain
27 Reserved
28 Al-Anon
29 Dalgarno Institute
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Accreditation for
professionals

RECOVERY AWARDS DINNER 2017

WORLD DRUG DAY

Leaders of IC&RC – 50,000 members globally –
will gather in London on World Drug Day

26 JUNE
HOSTED BY R+ NACOA,
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

Mary Jo Mather
CEO of IC&RC

Donna Johnson
Vice president of IC&RC

RECOVERY AWARDS DINNER
World Drug Day ~ One Whitehall Place, London SW1
The Awards ~ the 'Oscars' celebrating stars in the field of
recovery from addictive behaviours ~ are open to all. Your
nomination can highlight the talent, dedication and innovation
of an individual and/or organisation across all aspects of recovery
life, showing us countless reasons to take pride in our field.
Join us in congratulating award winners – you might even
be one! – on the evening of 26 June, after Recovery Plus.
And don't forget to get your nomination(s) in!

NACOA PATRONS, CEO

http://events.recoveryplusdb.com/recovery-awards-dinner

Stefan Johansson
IC&RC, Baltic chapter

Deirdre Boyd
IC&RC UK

At the start of this year, the Federation of
Drug & Alcohol Practitioners closed. Where
does that leave its members? Perhaps with a
better option: the International Certiﬁcation
& Reciprocity Consortium 'gold standard'
accreditation recognised in over 25 countries.
It is harder to gain but thus more prestigeous.
And a groundbreaking window of opportunity is
being developed in the UK for FDAP members to
smoothly join IC&RC's 50,000 global members.
The accredited world leader.
Since 1981, the International Credentialing &
Reciprocity Consortium – IC&RC – protected the
public by establishing standards and facilitating
reciprocity for professionals since 1981. Today,
IC&RC represents over 50,000 certiﬁed
professionals from 78 credentialing and licensing
boards worldwide whose reciprocal agreements
cover 25 countries, 47 US and territories, and
three branches of the US military. Professionals
who hold eligible certiﬁcations or licences can
transfer them between these jurisdictions.
Displaying your certiﬁcate prominently and using
the logo on professional materials can help you
gain greater professional recognition, enhance

Norman Beecher
IC&RC UK

Glynis Read
IC&RC UK

your reputation and conﬁrm your proﬁciency.
IC&RC's credentials include Alcohol and Drug
Counsellor (ADC), Advanced Alcohol and Drug
Counsellor (AADC), Clinical Superviser (CS), Peer
Recovery (PR) and more. To take an exam or earn
a credential, contact your local board.
UK initiatives.
To facilitate FDAP members after its closure,
special arrangements will be made to welcome
you to IC&RC and make the transition easier
than it has ever been. A new team of Board
members, with long histories of achievements in
the drug and alcohol treatment & recovery ﬁeld,
will direct their enthusiasm and energy to your
professional progress and wellbeing. Glynis Read
will be your port of call for recertiﬁcation
and reciprocity – membership will be in line with
FDAP's previous categories: full and associate.
Norman Beecher will organise training. Recovery
Plus's Deirdre Boyd is developing strategy &
marketing. They will be joined on 26-27 June in
London by the CEO and vice president of IC&RC
head office, to advance progress and answer
your questions face to face. All of them look
forward to catching up with you there!

Music for the evening by Croft & Cotes ~ MC is David Akinsanya

R+ programme preview - updates at recoveryplusdb.com
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